Celebrit y palms

exposed
Madonna

The singer’s hand shows she is
hard to deal with and lives in her
own world. She is driven to
succeed, with no inhibitions.
Relationship lines (under her
pinky) show three major loves, while
a strong yet wasted thumb reveals
a feisty nature. The ageing process
will be hard on Madonna, and
cosmetic surgery is on the cards.

Nicole Kidman

T he future
looks bright!

Miranda Kerr
The supermodel’s hand reveals that she was
always going to shine.
Miranda has a string of broken hearts behind
her and can detach just as quickly as she engages.
She has a tendency to take control in relationships,
and this could well be the reason why her recent
love interests have fallen by the wayside.
Her heart line finishes on the mount of Jupiter,
which reveals that she loves her work and is
ambitious. Only a person who matches her own
drive and values will be able to last the distance
in a relationship with her.
Family lines on her hand indicate that
Miranda’s childhood has been her motivation
to succeed and not be poor.
For Miranda, this will be another big year, and
around June a new love enters her life.
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Nicole’s hand has lots of markings,
which shows she’s very sensitive.
Her fate line reflects her great
talent, and she will take on
different types of roles once she
enters her 50s. Knotted joints
show she doesn’t let go of past
relationship issues easily, and
there’s still a raw nerve from her
time with ex-husband Tom Cruise.

Tom Cruise
Tom is strong and driven, but his
withered fingers show he is hard
on himself at times, although he’s
a good communicator and knows
how to assert himself. His Jupiter
(index) and Saturn (middle)
fingers are similar in length,
which shows he takes his
chances – this is why
he likes doing his own
movie stunts.
Challenges with his
father while growing
up have only made him
more intent to succeed.
Tom’s career will
bounce back this year, and
new love stands out around June.
His beliefs will also be challenged
during this period – don’t be
surprised if secrets are revealed!

Reese Witherspoon

WHAT’S IN STORE THIS YEAR FOR
HOLLYWOOD’S BIGGEST STARS?
THE MORNING SHOW’S PALMIST
MAX COPPA REVEALS ALL...

Angelina Jolie
The actress’ long hand and
fingers reflect her sensuous and
creative nature. A high-set thumb
indicates that she won’t be
swayed easily once she has made
up her mind, and a wide space
between her Jupiter (index)
and Saturn (middle) fingers
shows success and fame.
Angelina’s sinewy hands
reveal her true Gemini
nature – she sees the world
with different eyes, which
may unsettle some people.
Markings on her thumb
show that these traits have
been strongly influenced
by her childhood, and the
way that she interacted with
her mother.
This will be big year for
Angelina, with a potential
adoption also indicated.

Duchess Kate
Kate’s hand reveals
drive and achievement.
She is analytical and
plans her moves with
great care.
The duchess is a lot
like Princess Diana in
many ways, even
down to her Mercury
(pinky) finger, which
shows she will also
think and express
herself differently to the
establishment.
The life line reveals that
Kate’s 30s will be the making
of her. Her mount of Luna
suggests she is intuitive and
has many profound dreams,
while the near future may
hold another baby.

BA BY
J O Y!

Strong mounts of Mars reveal
a driven person who works hard,
and equally strong mounts
of Jupiter and Mercury
show Reese has a good
head for business.
She leads from
the heart in
relationships,
which is why
she has come
unstuck and
hasn’t always
made the
best choices.
A fixed and high-set thumb
reveal she won’t budge on things
once she has made up her mind.
Love does look a little better
around Reese now, but past
relationships still haunt her.
Over the next two years she will
change her thinking and get it
right. Her 40s will bring her more
happiness than ever, and there’s
even another baby indicated.

Liam Hemsworth
Liam’s hand shows the charisma
and drive that has made him the
toast of Tinseltown. The square
shape suggests he is very
grounded and
practical, and his
approach to work
is precise and
professional too.
Liam has great
relationship lines,
but he needs to take
his time in love and
settling down, otherwise
he will face a lot of challenges. The
square tip of the thumb shows
his determination, and the next
five years hold great success. NI

SECRETS IN
YOUR HANDS

Markings on the palm
reveal details about life,
love, family and fate.
Planetary influences
include Venus (emotions),
Luna (creativity), Upper
and Lower Mars
(temperament), Mercury
(career) Apollo (success),
Saturn (ego), and Jupiter
(ambition), while
finger length supplies
information about a
person’s character.
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Miranda’s hand
reveals her
lifelong drive and
ambition, and
hints at new love
this year.

